
5. Challenges
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Designing for the  appropriate trust

The canvas

1. map your project

3) Place an x on where you would place your project

no patient’s impact high patient’s impact

1) what are the main clinical tasks that the Ai can fullfill?

Task 1: Task 2:

What is the impact of the human - ai collaborate decisions?

Ai is a concept ai is fully developed 
and trained

In what stage of development is the ai?

what are ai transparency needs in your design based on the 
patient’s impact?

... overtrust from the user in the ai you are designing for?

2. USer mapping
different users might experience different levels of 
trust in your aI. for this exercise:
1) list the different people involved in the current (or 
envisioned) workflow and the main tasks they have

NAMe: liiller hkldjagoo             
job: physiciansan dgaasf     

years of experience in medical field: 2222
interest in new technologies: Yes / no
user characteristic: helps the clients

4) vote on which persona you 
want to focus in the next 
exercise

persona:

vote on the challenges 
that are most useful 
to solve in your design

1) list the three most important challenges 
you found today
2) think about possible solutions for these

2) Create 3 personas by filling in the 
3) answer the questions for each persona

role 1:
Tasks:

role 2:
Tasks:

role 3:
Tasks:

4. HUman-Ai collaboration

... undertust from the user in the ai you are designing for?

Task 3:

Answer the following questions to get insights about the 
collaboration between the human and the ai you are 
designing for

How does the patient’s impact influence the level of trust 
the user might have in your system?

a lower patient’s impact might 
create a risk of overtrust from 
the user in the ai

In what tasks excels the user?

how does the system contribute to a “better together” solution? 
(the human + ai team is better than either of them on their own)

what are the consequenses of ...

In what tasks excels the ai?

Challenge 1:

solution:

Challenge 2:

solution:

Challenge 3:

solution:

Place an x on where you would place your project:

Based on the persona’s traits:

How much trust would this persona initially have in the new AI?

                      Not much trust                                  Very much trust

Rate from most relevant (1) to least relevant (3) 

The user would prefer:

                  a high accuracy level of the AI

                                        a high transparency level of the AI
 
                  much user autonomy in the system

Based on the persona’s traits:

How much trust would this persona initially have in the new AI?

                      Not much trust                                  Very much trust

Rate from most relevant (1) to least relevant (3): 

The user would prefer:

                  a high accuracy level of the AI

                                        a high transparency level of the AI
 
                  much user autonomy in the system

Based on the persona’s traits:

How much trust would this persona initially have in the new AI?

                      Not much trust                                  Very much trust

Rate from most relevant (1) to least relevant (3) 

The user would prefer:

                  a high accuracy level of the AI

                                        a high transparency level of the AI
 
                  much user autonomy in the system

2) vote on which task you 
want to focus in the 
following exercises

  Task:

DATC

a higher patient impact might ask 
for more transparency of the ai 
decisions towards the users

To design for the appropriate trust, 
one should consider different 
scenarios and different users. fill in 
the canvas to find the challenges 
that you are facing while designing 
the ux for ai. 

ai capability

user’s 
trust

over-trust

under-trust

appropriate 
trust

When the system is in use, the user and ai might have different predictions, take a look at the different 
scenarios. First identify what does  in your case mean ‘positive’ and ‘negative’? then answer the questions 
for each scenario.

4. scenario mapping

How does this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user do in this scenario? 

what should the system do in this scenario? 

Ai predicts negativeAi predicts positive

Ai predicts negativeAi predicts positive

3) Look back at the 
answers you gave  
for your persona, 
do you still agree?

How does this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user do in this scenario? 

what should the system do in this scenario? 

How does this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user do in this scenario? 

what should the system do in this scenario? 

How does this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user do in this scenario? 

what should the system do in this scenario? 

1) During the 
interaction with 
the Ai system, user 
and ai might agree 
or disagree

2) after the 
interaction with 
the Ai system, the 
ground truth will be 
discovered

this canvas is created by sabeth diks in collaboration with philips 
experience design and eindhoven technical university

What if the user  predicted postive? How does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what if the user predicted negative? how does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user  do in this scenario?

what should the system do in this scenario?

What if the user  predicted postive? How does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what if the user predicted negative? how does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user  do in this scenario?

what should the system do in this scenario?

What if the user  predicted postive? How does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what if the user predicted negative? how does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user  do in this scenario?

what should the system do in this scenario?

What if the user  predicted postive? How does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what if the user predicted negative? how does 
this influence the user’s trust?

what should the user  do in this scenario?

what should the system do in this scenario?

How will the user’s trust evolve over time? sketch the graph

overtrust

undertrust

Time


